
CloSer WP4: Requirements for
Infrastructure and Integration

Preface

The objective of this document is to describe CloSer WP4 requirements arising from scenarios of WP1
as stated in the corresponding document, as well as from privacy and security technologies described
in WP2.

1 Background and Motivation

1.1 Secure Intermediary

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has motivated many research topics aimed at discovering the
appropriate position to place network functions (NFs). These NFs can handle network management,
network security, or both. SDN gives network managers the flexibility to dynamically place and
upgrade NFs in a centralized (i.e. placed in network core) or distributed manner (i.e. placed at
vantage points). Each of these placement models has its own pros and cons [1, 2]. The placement of
NFs affects their performance efficiency and their view of the network may differ e.g. placing NF at
the core/gateway limits its ability to operate on traffic coming from behind a NATed network.

In CloSer, WP4 aims to develop a secure intermediary (SI), that allows dynamic placing of NFs
and services (managed by cloud-backend) at desired locations in the network. These services are
responsible for traffic management, traffic steering, middlebox operations and other operations.

SI is a lightweight component deployed in edge networks (preferably co-located with network switching
hardware), so that it can actively reconfigure the network relative to given context. SI uses cloud-
based services (CS) for operational assistance as it offloads all computationally intensive tasks e.g.
user/device state management, deep packet inspection, machine learning based analysis to CS. Using
offloading based architecture allows us to deploy SI with minimal hardware requirements. It also offers
flexibility in adding new services and extending/upgrading services without (necessarily) requiring
hardware upgrades.

State of the Art

SI model is followed by various latest generation network gateways e.g. Cujo1, Dojo2, Luma3 etc.
These gateways use remote services for updating gateway configurations to support security services.

During CloSe project, we have developed the initial version of Secure Intermediary (SI) platform [3].
This prototype allows us to deploy networks using lightweight gateways managed by a cloud service.
These gateways offload computationally expensives tasks e.g. traffic analysis etc. to the cloud service,
therefore, enabling rapid and cheap network deployments with improved security in different networked
environments [4].

The initial prototype of SI consists of two primary components i.e. Edge network gateway (eGW)
and Cloud-based Security Service (CSS). eGW is a lightweight gateway running SDN controller to

1https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/cujo-the-smart-way-to-fight-hacking-security
2https://www.dojo-labs.com/
3https://lumahome.com/
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manage traffic monitoring and traffic steering tasks and CSS is used to analyze suspicious traffic and
update network configuration to allow/deny traffic flows based on the results of the analysis. The
system uses a collaborative approach for network traffic analysis and threat detection where eGW
acts as a sensor and collects traffic traces from various network segments. These traces can then be
collectively analyzed to detect network attacks signatures, botnets and malwares.

There have been huge investments made into deploying legacy networks and new generation solutions
should support these legacy deployments. We have tested our platform to operate with enterprise-
grade CISCO switches [5]. The results showed that our system is incrementally deployable using
currently available infrastructure. SI platform will also take this consideration into account to design
and improve system architecture, so that it can be deployed incrementally and operate efficiently using
legacy infrastructure.

1.2 Trusted Hardware in the Cloud

Another research direction of WP4 is investigating benefits and challenges of utilizing Trusted Hard-
ware (TH) in the cloud settings. The motivation for it arises from several scenarios and technologies of
WP1 and WP2. For example, private information retrieval (Section 2, WP2 requirements) technology
proposes two solutions, and one of them is based on Trusted Hardware. Hence there is a necessity to
figure out what problems should be solved when Trusted Hardware is setup in the cloud.

WP4 assumes Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud scenario, in which tenants can make use of
trusted hardware primitives such as a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) or Trusted Execution Envi-
ronment (TEE). Although tenants may be given virtualized versions of these primitives, the underlying
security guarantees are enforced by real hardware.

In this case the adversary model can include a broad spectrum of attacks while still providing the
necessary security guarantees. In particular, for example, the underlying OS does not have to be
trusted. More specifically, the TH in the cloud work of WP4 assumes the following adversary model:

• An active network attacker, i.e. he can not only eavesdrop packets but modify them in transit,
inject and drop packets

• Hypervisor and OS of the cloud machine can be compromised so that the attacker has a full
access to the VMs, he can observe and alter VMs memory as well as modify CPU state except for
the enclave code and data cause its confidentiality and integrity are guaranteed by the hardware

• Denial-of-Service attacks are naturally out of scope, because having control of the hypervisor
allows the attacker to simply shutdown the victim VMs rendering the cloud service unavailable

The general challenge is that current trusted hardware primitives are strongly bound to individual
hardware platforms, whereas cloud systems make extensive use of virtualization.

The main focus of Trusted Hardware in the cloud work will be on Intel Software Guard Extensions
(SGX) - Intel implementation of Trusted Execution Environment functionality [6]. The main concept
of SGX is an enclave - an isolated piece of code. The memory region that belongs to an enclave is
protected by the hardware so that only the code from within the enclave has access to its memory. An
enclave can request a secret key from the CPU to perform cryptographic operations, for example it
can seal data, i.e. encrypt it with an enclave-specific key to be stored outside of the enclave memory
region. The sealed object can only be decrypted by the same enclave on the same physical platform.
Finally, an enclave can prove to a remote party that it is running the code that it declares to be
running during the process of attestation [7].
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The main properties of the cloud are elasticity and better resource utilization that are achieved by
virtualization. Due to various reasons, virtual machines should be migrated between different physical
machines. When such migration happens though, the binding between a virtual realization of trusted
module and its physical counterpart should be re-established. Also the state of the enclave should be
securely transferred to the new machine. State-continuous transfer of state [8] is possible when both
entities are online at the same time.

However if one instance comes online after another (for example, when the machine crashes), it can
be seen as a scenario where a consensus on what the current latest state is should be reached. The
results from [9] imply that without a third entity secure state migration is not possible. The solution
for offline untrusted storage is available at [10] but the scalability issues are not researched in details.
In particular, introducing the trusted third party will be beneficial but it should itself be always
available. Thus one possible architecture is when a small number of nodes form a trusted cluster
within which a consensus protocol is to be run in order to provide trusted service for the rest of the
cloud infrastructure.

As main research problems of TH in the cloud WP4 envisions challenges related to migrations of SGX-
enabled virtual machines. More on this is discussed later, in Section 3.2.3. As an additional challenge
the more generic problem of extending storage and computation capabilities of a single trusted chip
to the scale of cloud computing might be addressed. Similarly to the way a cloud abstracts physical
machines and a network connecting them, thus providing cloud customers with virtually unlimited
storage and processing power, “the cloud of trusted modules” should abstract away quite limited
resources of a single chip and provide a similar interface and capabilities but at larger scale.

2 Relevance of WP4 to WP1, WP2 and WP3

The research work done in WP4 will be focused on developing technologies which can assist the work
done in other work packages. In this section, we outline the motivations and requirements gathered
from WP1 scenarios, WP2 and WP3 and identify the applications of WP4 research topics in these
research areas. These requirements will be further refined during the course of project activities.

There are six different scenarios described in CloSer WP1 aiming at developing solutions for a number
of problems ranging from fake BTS detection (Scenario 04: Fake Base Station Detection using Cloud
Services) to traffic anomaly detection (Scenario 05: Differential Anomaly Detection) and improving
user privacy using cloud services (Scenario 03: Cloud-assisted Trust Relation Database). WP4 research
and SI platform design and implementation is aimed at developing a platform which serves as a testbed
for integrating the scenarios solutions. In this section, the possible role SI can play in each of these
scenarios is described.

2.1 WP1 (Scenario 02): Cloud-assisted IoT Management

IoT management is becoming an increasingly important topic since most of the security concerns with
IoT devices arise from the lack of security updates and software patches [11, 12, 13]. WP1 outlines
a scenario (Scenario 02: Cloud-assisted Management of IoT) for developing a cloud-based service
responsible for managing software/security updates for IoT deployments. It also highlights several
requirements for developing such services.

SI can facilitate IoT management utilizing cloud services as it can actively monitor the IoT devices
deployed in various network segments. SI can actively scan networks for IoT (and other connected)
devices and push software updates as soon as they are made available by the cloud service. With
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multiple SI deployments across a number of networks, SI allows the cloud service to use peer-to-peer
(P2P) mechanisms for delivering updates to IoT sensors.

Since the updates will be delivered using SI clients, ensuring the integrity of those updates can be
easier. It can facilitate rollback operations in case a software update breaks device functionality. Per-
device state management using SI should be easier for rollback scenario compared to the cloud service.
The cloud service can also get the global state for all devices by probing SI.

SI may also be responsible for ensuring that devices are running latest firmware versions with latest
security patches. Instead of managing all IoT updates by central cloud services, these updates can be
pushed to SI, that can then perform updates on the devices. It decreases the load on the cloud service,
improves scalability of the system, and enables the provision of personalized update scheduling scheme
depending on IoT installations (e.g. pushing updates when the device activity is minimal).

TH in the cloud will complement SI in solving the problems of IoT devices management and software
updates. In particular, WP1 (Scenario 02) description (WP2 (Requirements): Cloud-assisted Software
Updates) specifies authenticity and integrity of the updates as a requirement. Low-end IoT devices
might not be powerful enough to perform assymetric key cryptographic operations, so they need to
rely on symmetric schemes. In cases when, for security reasons, each device has to have its own key
as opposed to a device class key, a large number of keys has to be stored on the software provider
premises.

Additionally, if a software update is to be personalized for every device (for example, to include
different configuration settings), a large number of signing keys should be maintained, as well. And
every software update should be separately signed for every device. Traditional Hardware Security
Modules provide the necessary security guarantees but they do not scale. Thus the software provider
can utilize cloud solutions to store the devices symmetric keys and to sign device-personalized updates.
Storing the software provider signing keys using TH will assure the software vendor that they will not
be leaked. Therefore it is necessary to ensure that TH can be used in a cloud setting. For example, it
should be possible to migrate workloads, despite the fact that the trust is rooted in the hardware as
discussed in Section 1.2.

The same techniques can apply in protecting the IoT device user data. For example, if some sensitive
information should be provided to the device that is lacking UI it can occur via a web service deployed
on a public cloud. Assuming the cloud is not trusted by the user, attesting the web service guarantees
that it is a genuine one. Then, communicating with the service through a secure channel and utilizing
Trusted Hardware data sealing capabilities the user can ensure that the cloud provider does not have
access to sensitive information.

2.2 WP1 (Scenario 03): Cloud-assisted Trust Relationship Database

WP2 intends to develop technologies for cloud-assisted trust relation databases (WP2: Cloud-assisted
Trust Relation Database) for evaluating trust relationships among communicating entities in untrusted
environments. All the communicating nodes are modelled as vertices in a connected graph where each
vertex has a unique fingerprint. Any two vertices (i.e. nodes) can only communicate if they have
a directed (trusted and verified) path between them. The presence (or absence) of such a path is
dictated by the security policies of the destination and an administrator.

SI deployed in networks can be used to enforce the trust relationships (i.e. security policies shown
by the graph) in network communications. It can automatically manage and update networking
configurations, thereby limiting/controlling network communications, based on the underlying trust
relationship graph. SI can host a part of this graph related to the devices connected to it and the graph
can be updated using the cloud service. SI can also be responsible for graph relationship verification
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i.e. finding out if network traffic adheres to the security policies implemented by the graph and identify
if the current graph voids any trust relationship. It can run automated tests (i.e. auditing mechanism)
to verify that the trust relationship graph is well implemented using network configurations.

2.3 WP1 (Scenario 05): Differential Anomaly Detection

Traffic anomaly detection is an important component in improving network security. Since, IoT devices
(in most cases) do not support end point security mechanisms e.g. anti-virus and anti-malware,
detecting anomalous traffic from a device can be useful in figuring out if any device is exhibiting
malicious behavior. Legacy networks offer traffic monitoring mechanisms but IoT devices generate
so much data that it is not useful (also not feasible) to store and process all the data for anomaly
detection.

In such scenarios, SI can be advantageous to perform basic filtering of network data at the edge
gateways and only pass useful information to the cloud service to perform anomaly detection. WP3
intends to develop machine learning based techniques to improve the anomaly detection process. WP4
will assist these efforts by exploring how can we deploy these techniques in lightweight endpoints e.g.
gateways in edge networks.

Using SI to perform initial filtering will significantly decrease the amount of data sent to cloud ser-
vices and speed up the anomaly detection operations. By performing initial analysis using SI and
transmitting only aggregated features to cloud service to train machine learning models will improve
client/user privacy as well as improve service efficiency (by filtering out irrelevant data). SI can be
useful in collecting data, which can be used in training these anomaly detection models.

2.4 WP1 (Scenario 06): Web Content Analysis for Security Applications

WP1 also outlines an important scenario of developing website reputation services to ban explicit
content categorized as offensive due to ISP/state policy or user discretion. WP1 explains how image
analysis based techniques can be used to analyze and categorize web pages as offensive, based on their
content.

SI can assist in these operations in a way so that machine learning models are trained by the services
running in the cloud environment over a large amount of data and SI uses these models to classify
the content delivered to the user. This scheme will take away the overhead from the cloud service to
individually classify each sample (i.e. web-page displayed to the user); limit the latency experienced
by the user by using local classification instead of remote classification; and improve user privacy (i.e.
the cloud service will not see everything that a user requests).

This scheme can be extended to block phishing attacks and apparently trustworthy (but in fact
malicious) content coming from untrusted sources. SI can use a variety of (more than one) service
simultaneously to improve web filtering. It can also take user preferences into account and combine
them with contextual information to achieve context aware web content filtering.

The SI based model can be useful in other scenarios. Android app reputation scenario (WP1: Sce-
nario 06, WP3 (Requirements): Image Analysis for website Reputation Services) envisions a scanbox
responsible for fingerprinting the file parts, running LUA scripts for android runtime (ART) disas-
sembly and perform other tasks. This functionality can be deployed using SI running as a software
application on smart phones or user machines. Combining network and application level information
from user mobile phone and cloud services, SI can intelligently detect any data theft taking place from
user devices (via malicious applications). SI can also generate warnings to be used in app reputation
engine as soon as it detects any malicious connection request originating/terminating at client devices.
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It will assist reputation engine to re-evaluate the security profile for the applications running on user
devices.

3 Research Focus and Directions

3.1 Secure Intermediary

In CloSer, a number of research questions related to SI model will be explored. The experience
acquired from early prototype during CloSe project will be used to develop an extended platform as a
testbed for technologies developed in WP2 and WP3 supporting WP1 scenarios. The intention is to
develop SI as a hardware-independent component so that it can be deployed on client machines (e.g.
smartphones, laptops) as well as on a specialized hardware (e.g. ARM-based PC-on-a-chip systems).
SI will communicate with cloud services for update and management tasks. We have highlighted some
design choices and functional requirements for SI in following sections.

3.1.1 Communication Protocols for Secure Intermediary–cloud service

Firstly, we will explore what kind of protocol requirements arise for SI and cloud service communi-
cations. In case of using existing protocols, what kind of trade-offs can be made in terms of com-
munication latency and privacy? It will be useful to explore whether or not it is advantageous to
develop new specialized protocols for communication between SI edge modules and cloud services. In
order to improve the privacy of communication between SI and cloud services, SI can also use private
membership testing protocols developed previously in CloSe and WP2 (WP2 (Requirements): Private
Information Retrieval and Private Membership Test) [14].

3.1.2 Level of Aggregation

One key design choice is the level of aggregation used in SI deployments. Either a single SI can be
deployed for each edge node (e.g. one user, one machine) or multiple nodes can be aggregated together
behind one SI (similar to NAT). Using one SI per node provides discrete control and supports spe-
cialized services on per-client basis but it will increase the overhead for cloud services simultaneously.

On the other hand, combining multiple clients behind the curtain of a single SI can improve the
privacy for individual clients. However, it limits the scope of services specialized for the nodes. In
order to provide distinguished services for nodes included in the aggregated set, some functionality of
the cloud service needs be offloaded to SI itself. This raises some other interesting questions discussed
in Section 3.1.4.

Attacks against user privacy at various aggregation levels need to be explored, in particular, the
comparison of how user privacy protection using aggregation performs as opposed to user privacy
protection using cryptographic protocols for intercommunications between SI and cloud services [15].

3.1.3 Deployment Architecture

SI can be deployed in hierarchical or purely distributed method. In hierarchical deployment, some
SI nodes will serve as super-SI nodes and will be responsible for updates distribution, concurrency
management between the SIs deployed in subsequent branches. This model will offload some manage-
ment functionality from the cloud service to super SIs by introducing separation of responsibilities.
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However, it will also raise some issues about concurrency and state management across super-SI s
and tertiary-SI s. This deployment architecture is also susceptible to attacks as any rogue/adversary-
controlled super-SI will give control of all tertiary-SI s in that branch to the adversary.

On the other hand, if SIs are deployed in a purely distributed arrangement i.e. all SIs are updated
and managed by the cloud service directly, it will increase the management overhead on the cloud
service. However, it will lessen the extent of damage caused by any rogue/adversary-controlled SI.
The management overhead can be minimized using peer-to-peer (P2P) update mechanism employed
for updates, which would require (near) fool-proof integrity-check mechanism to verify the correctness
of those updates.

3.1.4 Functionality and Data Offloading: Centralized vs. Distributed Approach

A two layered architecture for SI model gives a possibility to offload functionality and data for
processing from the cloud service to SI. Although, it was previously stated that SI should be a
lightweight component with minimal hardware requirements, current PC-on-a-chip breed of devices
e.g. Raspberry-PI4, Pine-645 etc. come with decent hardware resources. These resources can be
utilized to perform some of the operations locally.

The offloading-based approach will decrease the communication overhead, latency experienced by the
client, server overhead (for the service) and improve privacy for the user as their data is handled
locally. As discussed previously, it also allows providing specialized services on per-client basis while
protecting their privacy.

SI acts as a central point for collecting clients data that is subsequently utilized by cloud services.
Instead of sending all the raw data collected from the client itself to the cloud service, it can be
pre-processed (filtered) at SI so that only useful data or some specific parameters obtained from data
is sent to the cloud service. Research has shown that machine learning can also be utilized: deep-
learning based classification techniques using resource constrained devices with overloading the device
itself [16].

Functionality and data offloading appears to bring a number of advantages for SI model, but there is
a need to understand the trade-offs of this approach. Different services may require variable levels of
consistency for data collection and operations between SI and services backends, service design may
not allow offloading at all. In other cases, an adversary may try to trick the cloud service by sending
fake (malformed) data as a result of analysis performed at SI.

3.1.5 Operational Model for Secure Intermediary

The internal design of SI is an important aspect of the problem. Since SI is expected to run more
than one service for the client, a modular design can be advantageous. It would allow SI to provide
multiple services (as individual components), with each service component responsible for maintaining
its own communications with the cloud-backend. It will also allow SI to turn on/off any service to
optimize resource usage or depending on client preference. Finally, an orchestration service should
provide underlying framework for services so that other services can intercommunicate and interface
device dependent features, e.g. trusted execution, hardware-based cryptographic operations.

State management is another related problem. Although, SI is expected to use (respective) cloud
services for operations, an always-on model is not always a practical solution. It may result in

4https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/
5https://www.pine64.org/
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increased communication latencies, increased resource utilization and improved state management. It
can be nearly impossible to achieve in remote deployments where network connectivity is not available
all the time. Therefore, SI should be able to maintain its state locally. In that case, it should be
identified whether an individual service component or the orchestration service should be responsible
for state management.

The operational model preferences discussed here are the initial considerations for SI design. During
the project, these operational models will be compared with possible alternatives to finalize the design
and architecture of SI.

3.1.6 Time and Computational Complexity

During the project, we will evaluate the various alternative models to SI development to come up
with an optimized architecture for the platform. We will estimate computation and communication
complexity of hierarchical, centralized and distributed deployment schemes to find the optimal trade
off. The trade-offs and performance gains of functionality and data offloading practices will also be
evaluated.

3.1.7 Security of the Secure Intermediary

Securing the SI itself is an important requirement for the system. It is possible that an adversary
can try to gain control of SI and feed in false information to the system or just do not provide any
information to the cloud service managing the SI. An adversary can launch an active man-in-the-
middle MITM attack against the system or passively listen to communications between SI and the
cloud service to deduce the underlying information exchanged.

A number of adversary-controlled SIs (edge gateways) can collude together to launch distributed
denial-of-services (DDoS) attack against the cloud service, rendering it useless. DDoS attacks may
not necessarily be the result of an adversarial activity. The SI model centralizes the control and
management functionality. In case all SIs (edge gateways) try to contact the cloud service at the same
time, it will create a situation similar to DDoS attack against the system.

The system should be able to resist against these and many other kinds of attacks. There are a
number of techniques proposed to prevent DDoS and other security attacks against cloud services.
There is a lot of work done in terms of securing the cloud infrastructure itself. SI model is expected
to use cryptographic protocol to protect the identity of requesting entity and encryption techniques
to protect the request content as well. Furthermore, any other security issues encountered during the
design and development of SI model will be explored.

3.2 Trusted Hardware in the Cloud

There are several challenges and requirements for using trusted hardware in the cloud settings.

3.2.1 Transparent group attestation

The attestation of the virtualized trusted hardware should be possible without binding it to a specific
physical machine. In particular, if a group of servers is used to execute cloud customer workloads, the
customer should be able to attest a workload, regardless of the exact machine that the workload is
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running on. Group signature schemes is one possible solution, and technical issues with node addition
and removal should be figured out.

3.2.2 Server ownership

Attesting an enclave only guarantees that it is running a certain piece of code but it does not guarantee
that it is running on a machine that does belong to the cloud provider. Thus, though on one hand it is
important to have a certain level of transparency as to it should not matter what particular machine
an enclave is running on, on the other hand, the cloud provider should be able to tell that an enclave
is running on one of the computers belonging to it.

3.2.3 Migration

A VM migration is an essential part of the cloud infrastructure operation. When a VM is migrated
to another physical platform, its trusted hardware primitives state should be securely migrated to the
new physical platform. There are several ways to perform the migration. First, in case of live migration
both the source VM and the destination VM are online at the same time, giving the possibility to
run a protocol between them. A live migration can furthermore be classified into transparent and
non-transparent. A transparent live migration assumes that the entity being migrated has no notion
of the process. There are several techniques of performing the transparent live migration of VMs.
Performing the live migration of an enclave leads to the following requirements:

• migration confidentiality and integrity: it should not be possible to access or tamper with the
enclave code and data being transferred;

• migration atomicity: when an enclave is migrated only one copy of it should continue executing;

• environment coherency: if an enclave communicated with other enclaves on the source node
and stored the local keys in its memory they are not relevant after the migration, because they
are derived from the CPU secret which is specific to each physical platform. Traditionally, the
migration of a virtual machine is transparent to the virtual machine itself. However it is not
possible to migrate a secure enclave transparently, whilst maintaining environment coherency.

• storage accessibility: the sealing key should be migrated as well. If an enclave could be migrated
to a new platform it would receive a new sealing key (derived from the new CPU’s secret) and
thus all the data sealed under the old key would be permanently lost.

WP4 will investigate these challenges and the starting point will be the non-transparent migration
where the migrating enclave is aware of the migrating process.

3.2.4 Auditing

If a trusted module is compromised, it would be beneficial for a cloud provider to be able to identify
workloads that were running on a module so that it could localize the potential damage. The auditing
and monitoring capabilities are thus required. This is related to the migration problem: indeed if it
is possible to securely log migrations that happen in the cloud, it is possible to later analyze the log
files and figure out at what moment in time which workload was running on which machine.
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3.2.5 Interrupted migration

Providing crash-fault tolerance is more challenging task than live migration. For example, in the
scenario when a workload records its state at regular time intervals in order to be able to continue its
execution after restart in case it gets stopped or crashes, the challenge is how to securely store this
state, if the storage is untrusted. Trusted hardware is capable of sealing the data so that only the
same module can read it later but in the cloud it might be required for some other module to read
it. Another challenge is how to detect roll-back attacks, when an adversary can provide the restarted
module with an old state. Yet again, the trusted hardware does implement a counter, but sharing the
counter value between different devices is an open problem.

4 Expected results & Deliverables

4.1 Secure Intermediary

SI work will be done in close collaboration with other partners in CloSer consortium and international
collaborators. WP4 intends to develop a platform which can assist the technologies developed in
CloSer WP2 and WP3. The platform should serve as a testbed for deployment and testing of cloud
services developed addressing scenarios outlined in WP1.

Initially, we will develop a barebones system with interfaces available to connect external services.
The prototype will be improved constantly by integrating new services as they will be developed in
other work packages. The final outcome of this work will be SI working system able to demonstrate
the technologies developed in CloSer project.

Other projects will also be able to use SI platform to develop new technologies. IoT Sentinel [17] is
one such use case, which utilizes SI-based model to fingerprint IoT devices and re-configure network
to implement device specific network security policies.

4.2 Trusted Hardware in Cloud

Accordingly to the requirements the expected results are the following. For the group attestation part
WP4 will provide an analysis of existing schemes and how well they suit for satisfying the requirement.

The server ownership, live migration and auditing will result in a demo and a paper, with the demo
focusing on the cloud enclave implementation and the core of the paper being the enclave migration
protocol.

Investigating the interrupted migration is an extended challenging problem that will be addressed
later on in the project.
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